Misfit toys

Toy Fair ’06 wasn’t all about the big names

Neth Creatures

by www.netcreatures.com

Pretentious, monosyllabic pseudonyms aren’t limited to pop stars and Star Trek characters. But cut it, the father of Neth Creatures, some slick his slick figures with their interchangeable parts are like Mr. Potato Head for the gallery set. “I wanted to create something that could sit comfortably next to a vase or a piece of art in someone’s home,” he says. We think he succeeded.

Needies

by www.cuddlycentral.com

Do you miss your bipolar ex-girlfriend? If so, try Needies. These miniatures sport fluffy limbs, when you squeeze them, if one Needle is close by, while you hug another, it will chime in and beg for equal attention. But, unlike your ex, Needies won’t call you at a.m. begging for you to come over and hold her for the last time. Thank God.

Kuma Central

by www.kumacentral.com

There’s more to Miami than getting sushi and a suntan on spring break. The city’s design district is home to a booming art scene that encompasses every imaginable medium — including toy making. Kuma Central’s plush characters make other cuddly bears look like abominations from a world better left in the past. Imagine the look on your sister-in-law’s face when you give your niece a new stuffed, cuddly anja.

Amazing new supplement boosts the male sex drive

Revolutionary new all-natural formula helps restore youthful stamina, sexual urge, and ability to perform

Millions are needlessly suffering

Medical studies show that between 10 and 15 million men in the United States experience some form of sexual dysfunction, including a fading libido, weak sexual stamina, or a complete inability to perform. If you’re one of these men and you wish you could strengthen your sex drive, stamina, and level of performance, here’s good news. Introducing Mega Results, the revolutionary new all-natural supplement for men that helps boost the male libido, heighten sexual ability, and increase sexual stamina in men.

A private solution for men of all ages

Daily stresses, prescription drugs, fast food, lack of sleep, and excessive computer use can reduce men sexual hormonal ability, which is why Mega Results is perfect for adult men of all ages who need some type of sexual boost — no matter how big or how small. Mega Results is scientifically formulated to work with the male system to help boost male sexual urge, improve sexual ability, and increase sexual stamina, providing a longer, stronger, more impressive performance. Unique and last-action, Mega Results not only helps supercharge your sex drive, stamina, and performance level. Igles Results users say they experience more intense sexual sensations, making sex more pleasurable, satisfying, and longer-lasting.

Confidential risk-free trial

Contact your doctor or call toll-free now and you can get your own risk-free trial of Mega Results so you can feel free yourself how much power and pleasure this revolutionary new supplement provides. Call toll-free to get your confidence risk-free trial of Mega Results (you must be at least 18) at 1-800-231-9827. Also Results is safe, completely confidential, and will give you the results you’re looking for Guaranteed.

Call toll-free now for your risk-free trial of Mega Results at 1-800-231-9827.